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TE 923: Comparative Perspectives
on Teaching, Curriculum and Teacher Education
Spring 2013
Lynn Paine
116 M Erickson Hall
355-3266, email: PAINEL@msu.edu

Class meetings: Wed., 4:10-7:00 p.m.
Erickson 222
Office hours: by appt.

"Comparative research begins, in my view, with a destabilization of self--with a felt need for
encounters with difference that invite one to imagine alternatives. While we would not want to
abandon the efforts to generate theories and concepts that transcend cultures, we also want
theories that address real human experiences. Culture nearly always entails encounter with the
unexpected….To imagine culture, then, and at the same time to culture the imagination, is the
task of comparative education in the next century."
--Hoffman, 1999
"And if thou appearest to be entirely lost, Compare thyself. Know what thou art."
--Goethe, Torquato Tasso, v. 5

Course Overview
Comparison is a central part of educational inquiry. This course provides an opportunity
to consider the value of comparison for our understanding of education. We will explore a range
of comparative perspectives of key aspects of schooling. In so doing, we examine both
methodological challenges associated with comparison and conceptual contributions that
comparative research offers. In the class we will undertake contrastive analysis of national and
local responses to universal questions in education, focusing particularly on globalization,
education reform, and teaching and teacher learning.
This course begins with the assumption that our ability to understand curriculum,
teaching and teacher education, and learning is too often limited by our familiarity with
education. Comparative research lets us make the familiar strange. The result not only enriches
our understanding of educational phenomena elsewhere but also sharpens our insights into our
own educational experiences. This course is intended to help each of us learn more about
education in our own and other countries.
A second starting point of the course is the claim that discourse about education in the
U.S. too often ignores context. Comparative work allows us to consider both the significance and
meaning of context. Schooling in any setting is shaped in part by certain regularities; one can
argue that these make for powerfully shared commonalities across national and local contexts.
Our course can help us investigate what these regularities may be and how these can illuminate
universal issues in education. In the process of doing that, we also can come to understand how
other aspects of education are greatly affected by context in its many forms. Throughout the term
we will explore what constitutes context--politics, economics, social forces, historical processes,
culture, organization, and so on.
A third premise that guides this course is that discussions of education, as well as
education policies and practices, exist within global and local discourses. Throughout this
course, we will want to be attentive to and explore the ways in which globally and locally
circulating ideas come into play.
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We will begin the semester by asking why do comparison and how it might be done. To
address these, we analyze recent comparative work and review the development of comparative
education as a field. We will explore the possible goals of comparison as well as methodological
dilemmas and potential pitfalls inherent in comparative research. We will also consider issues of
voice and positionality, particularly as they relate to work that so often constructs the Other for
an audience.
After these initial discussions (which in fact we will continue throughout the term), we
will begin to focus in on the ways in which comparative perspectives contribute to discourse
about education. In particular, we will examine teaching and teacher learning comparatively and
explore teaching and teacher learning in the context of globalization. To approach these issues,
we will need to attend to debates about globalization in education and the intersection of global
and local practices in the construction of schooling, particularly teaching. We then turn to
literature that explores teaching and teacher learning. Our goal will be to see how such work
enriches our understanding of the practice(s) of teaching and teacher education, as well as to
consider how teaching is influenced by contexts that today include the movement of ideas,
people and goods that help make up globalization.
Throughout the course we will consider theoretical and conceptual explanations as well
as case studies and policy documents that illuminate the experience of education in particular
communities. During the term we will also have the opportunity to meet with others who have
been engaged in comparative research as well as to work with data to pursue some questions
comparatively.
The course readings have been chosen to allow us to explore theoretical debates and
concepts in different countries and to consider research that uses a wide range of methodological
approaches. We will read about education in a variety of settings. Some of our texts and video
materials we will use will give us repeated opportunities to consider education in China, Japan,
and the U.S. While they don’t constitute a central focus of the course, they will give us some
chance for shared discussion that draws on multiple and sometimes conflicting descriptions and
interpretations of education in a particular setting. These countries offer sharp contrasts in ways
that can highlight our thinking about the fundamental commonalities in the provision of
education and the practice of teaching and at the same time make salient some of the areas in
which teaching and learning are affected by context. In addition, throughout the term, I invite
you to bring whatever country- or region-specific focus you have in your work to our readings
and discussion in ways that inform not only your own studies but our collective learning.
Expectations for the Course
I list below the expectations with which I am starting the term. Over the course of the
semester we will want to clarify our individual and collective expectations. Consider the
following as starting points:
1. I assume that our class is a seminar. For us to learn together, we each need to contribute, and
that will require that each of us has prepared thoughtfully in advance and comes prepared with
the readings and whatever writing or experience that we will need for our discussion. I assume
each of us brings unique and relevant experience and questions to this course and hence I assume
we each come prepared to discuss. I also assume that participation involves discussion that is
thoughtful, responsible and constructive. As a group we will want to talk explicitly about what
we expect from participation.
2. I assume that we all learn by making an effort to articulate ideas and that writing provides
valuable opportunities for that. My goal is to provide a range of opportunities for writing, with
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enough diversity to allow each of us to feel really engaged with the work. My hope is that the
writing we do is connected meaningfully to our learning goals for the term and for our longer
term scholarly goals. Since our class will include people with very different goals, different
substantive interests, and at different stages of their doctoral program, my assumption is that
writing assignments will need some tailoring to individual needs. We need to discuss how we
might approach this and how we will evaluate our learning. I also assume that writing should be
interactive, that it should be offered as part of a conversation (even if one in print), and that we
will therefore want to talk about who our audience is as we write and how we think about
sharing our writing.
I propose below a generic model of work that might be required for the course. We will
want to discuss this as a class and individuals may want to meet with me to explore ways to
adjust these general possibilities to their particular interests. Consider this only as a starting
proposal. I urge you to find a way to construct learning opportunities in this class that will
connect with other learning you are engaged in and which are rewarding for you.
a) As a seminar, this course relies heavily on the participation of students. The course
format will most often be group discussion. I see my role as one who can give background to and
facilitate discussion. I will occasionally give mini-lectures, but most often we will work as a
group (or in small groups) to analyze readings and the issues they raise, analyze videotapes of
classroom practice or other data, or discuss our research. Only take this course if you are
prepared to (1) prepare for each class by reading carefully, taking notes and thinking about the
material before class and (2) participate actively, thoughtfully and constructively.
You will work with a partner or a small group of classmates to take responsibility for
helping me lead one class during the term. This will entail preparing an outline of the readings
and questions raised by them, possibly making some brief remarks regarding a particular reading
or readings, and then helping to lead a critical discussion of the readings for that week. You will
also be expected to provide feedback to classmates on their written commentaries (see
explanation below) as part of your responsibility for supporting our learning on this topic/set of
readings. You and your partner/group will need to meet together in advance to consider what
approach you would like to take to help us grapple with the week's readings and you should
meet with me by (at the latest) Monday before the Wednesday you are responsible so that we can
talk together about how best to organize that day's class. We can use a range of formats to
stimulate discussion, and I hope this shared responsibility for class increases the many ways we
can come to understand and inquire about the issues in this course. In addition, each of you will
have one other time during the term when you have formal responsibilities to present in class,
this time reporting on a research project you are undertaking as part of this course. The schedule
for presentations will be worked out in class.
b) To help move forward our thinking and discussions, you are asked to write short (13 pages) commentaries on the readings at least 4 times during the term, choosing from weeks
noted as one with commentaries. (There are a couple of "exceptional" weeks when we won't
count on commentaries.) These short pieces will consist of thoughtful responses to the week's
reading assignment. You need not tell me what the articles said, but you will need to raise
questions about the readings, draw comparisons or contrasts, take issue with arguments, vent
about things that annoyed or puzzled you in the material, or otherwise demonstrate a
comprehension of the authors' positions and some thoughtful reaction to these. You can use
these as a great way to help frame our class discussion and, of course, they are helpful ways of
letting me know how you are making sense of the readings and the course. Your weekly
commentaries should be posted on our class ANGEL site by Tuesday night (no later than 8 p.m.)
the evening before class. You will get feedback from me and from classmates taking leadership
responsibility for particular weeks. You must complete 2 such commentaries by Feb. 20 and the
remaining 2 by April 24.
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c) To encourage you to have the opportunity to work with a broader body of work and
to help you hone skills valuable for the doctoral comprehensives, I would like you to write an
essay that provides a critical review of two books we are reading as a class. I will provide fuller
discussion of this assignment as the time approaches, but briefly, this task allows you the chance
to deal critically with original research, weigh opposing and/or conflicting interpretations of the
work, and explore how one makes sense comparatively of educational phenomena. Another
major goal of this assignment is to examine issues related to how educational research may have
meaning for practice. This essay is due no later than April 10.

d) The most extensive writing for the term will be a research project that you develop.
The topic will be of your own choosing but it should be directly connected to issues, readings or
debates introduced in this course. All of us will have the opportunity to view and work with
some data (videotape, surveys, interviews with teachers, student achievement data, etc.). You
could choose to develop a project that comes out of this data or you can develop one that draws
on work you are engaged in yourself. You can choose to do a library research project, to use
some empirical data you have available, to develop a dissertation proposal, or to do some
combination of these. You should discuss your topic with me by Feb. 13, turn in a two page
prospectus by Feb. 27, a preliminary annotated bibliography by March 15, and be prepared to
present work in progress during the final weeks of the term. I encourage you to work in groups
as you proceed with your research. The final draft of the paper will be due on May 1. As we
begin these projects, we can clarify what each stage requires.
As a way to support your developing knowledge about the topic you are most interested
in, and to facilitate ways that can contribute to our larger class discussions of comparative
education, you need to identify an area of interest in teaching or teacher development by Jan. 16.
On periodic basis throughout the term you will be asked to find and read one article related to
that topic. With each reading you seek out, you will come to class prepared to add to our
discussion of how comparisons about teaching are made, what they offer, and how they deepen
our understandings of teaching and teacher learning. Occasionally you will post brief (1-2
paragraph) synopses on a literature review discussion forum. Over the course of the semester,
you will have built a small bibliography of comparative research related to your focal area, and
your postings and discussions can add to our class’s efforts to explore how teaching looks,
comparatively, and how it is constructed and enacted in a global context.

Weighting the different tasks:
Because I want the work we do in and out of class to be meaningful, it is essential that
you be involved in thinking through both the process and substance of assessment of your work.
I propose that you think about how you would like to approach each of these tasks (as well as
defining each), and then meet with me to discuss how you want to approach assessment. You
must schedule a meeting, in which you will talk about your goals for the course and your plan
for assessment, to meet me by Feb. 12. (I will set up a google doc on the ANGEL site for you to
find a meeting time.) I suggest you think about the following range of weightings for
assignments:
participation
commentary writing and responses
book review essay
research project

15-30%
20-40%
20-40%
25-40%
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Readings
What follows is a proposal for what and when we will read together as a class. I want us
to be able to amend this as we proceed in the term, in particular making adjustments that allow
our reading to more directly responsive to your individual and our collective interests.
As a class, we will read several books and you will choose at least one book that from a
set of recommended ones that you will read with a small group of classmates. The books will be
available at Collegeville Bookstore, other area bookstores, or can be purchased online. There will
also be a small coursepack of book chapters required (to be purchased through Collegeville
Textbooks, 321 E. Grand River). The journal articles, book chapters, and reports we read will be
available through ANGEL or are ones you can access through MSU Library’s electronic
resources.
The required textbooks we all will read are:
•
•
•

•

Motoko Akiba and Gerald Letendre. (2009). Improving teacher quality: The U.S. teaching
force in global context. NY: Teachers College Press.
Kathryn Anderson-Levitt. (2003). Local Meanings, Global Schooling: Anthropology and
World Culture Theory. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
David Phillips and Michelle Schweisfurth. (2008). Comparative and international education:
An introduction to theory, method, and practice. NY: Continuum International Publishing
Group.
Joseph Tobin, Y. Hsueh, and Karasawa (2009) Preschool in Three Cultures Revisited: China,
Japan and the United States. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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Tentative schedule (Jan. 9 draft)
Note: This plan for a schedule of readings will be adjusted as we develop our work together this
term.
Course Outline
I. Making comparisons: Why and how do we compare things in education?
Week 1. January 9: Context matters
Introduce ourselves and the course
What is possible with comparison?

Week 2. January 16: How can we make comparison?
Read:
David Philips and Michele Schweisfurth (2010). Comparative and international education:
An introduction to theory, method, and practice. NY: Continuum, Chapters 1-3.
James W. Stigler and James Hiebert. (2004) Improving mathematics teaching.
Educational Leadership 61 (5), pp. 12-17.
Karen Bogard Givvin et al. (2005). Are There National Patterns of Teaching? Evidence
from the TIMSS 1999 Video Study , Comparative Education Review 49 (3): 311-343.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares some aspect of teaching. Post 1-2 paragraph
summary of the study on literature review discussion forum.

Recommended: selections from either Teaching Mathematics in Seven Countries: Results
from the TIMSS 1999 Video Study (download from nces.ed.gov), 2003 or Teaching
Science in Five Countries: Results from the TIMSS 1999 Video Study (download from
nces.ed.gov), 2006.
In class: view TIMSS videotapes
Write commentary

Week 3: January 23: Epistemological and methodological issues in comparison: What
constitutes comparison? Why and how do we do it?
C. Chabbott and E. Elliot (Eds.). (2003). Understanding Others, Educating Ourselves: Getting
More from International Comparative Studies in Education. Board on International
Comparative Studies in Education, National Research Council. Washington, DC:
National Academies Press, pp. 12-28 (“Range”) required, and other chapters
recommended.
Harold J. Noah. (1984). The Use and Abuse of Comparative Education. Comparative
Education Review 28(4): 550-562.
David Philips and Michele Schweisfurth (2010). Comparative and international education:
An introduction to theory, method, and practice. NY: Continuum, Chapters 5-6.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Post 1-2 paragraph summary of the study on literature review
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discussion forum. Focus on methodological and epistemological decisions the
author(s) made.

Recommended:
Robert Arnove. (1999). “Reframing Comparative Education: The Dialectic of the Global
and the Local,” pp. 1-24, in Arnove and C. Torres, eds., Comparative Education.
Boulder: Rowman and Littlefield
Mark Bray and Murray R. Thomas. (1995). Levels of comparison in educational studies:
Different insights from different literatures and the value of multi-level analysis.
Harvard Educational Review 65(3): 472-490.
Selections from Michael Crossley and Keith Watson. (2003). Comparative and International
Research in Education. New York: RoutledgeFalmer.
Selections from C. Ake. (1979). Social Science as Imperialism. Ibadan, Nigeria: Ibadan.
Simon Marginson and Marcela Mollis (2001). ‘The Door Opens and the Tiger Leaps’:
Theories and Reflexivities of Comparative Education for a Global Millenium,”
Comparative Education Review, 45 (4): 581-615.
Selections from E. Said. Orientalism.
Write commentary

Week 4. Jan. 30: Comparisons to improve education: The case of teachers and teaching
M. Akiba and G. Letendre. (2009). Improving teacher quality: The U.S. teaching force in
global context. NY: Teachers College Press.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Post 1-2 paragraph summary of the study on literature review
discussion forum.
Write commentary

II. Understanding teaching in an era of globalization

Week 5. Feb. 6: Globalization and world systems: Competing descriptions and interpretations
Francisco O. Ramirez and John Boli, "Global Patterns of Educational Institutionalization,"
in Institutional Structure: Constituting State, Society, and the Individual, ed. by
George M. Thomas et al. Newbury Park: Sage, 1987.
Stephen Carney, J. Rappleye, and I. Silova. (2012). Between faith and science: World
culture theory and comparative education. Comparative Education Review 56(3):
363-393.
Thomas Clayton. (2004) “Competing conceptions of globalization” revisited: Re-locating
the tensions between world-systems analysis and globalization analysis.
Comparative Education Review, 48 (3): 274-294..
Jurgen Schriewer and Carlos Martinez, “Constructions of Internationality in Education,”
pp. 29-53. In G. Steiner-Khamsi (ed.) The Global Politics of Educational Borrowing
and Lending. New York: Teachers College Press, 2004.
de Sousa Santos, B. (2006) Globalizations. Theory, Culture & Society. 23: 393-399.
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Keita Takayama (2010). Politics of externalization in reflexive times: Reinventing
Japanese education reform discourses through “Finnish PISA success”.
Comparative Education Review, 54(1), pp. 51-75.
Recommended:
John Boli. (2005). Contemporary developments in world culture. International Journal of
Comparative Sociology 46(5-6): 383-404.
Jurgen Schriewer. (2003). Globalisation in education: Process and discourse. Policy
Futures in Education 1(2): 271-281.

Write commentary

Week 6. Feb. 13: Teaching as global and/or local: policy and practice
Kathryn Anderson-Levit. (2003). Local Meanings, Global Schooling: Anthropology and World
Culture Theory. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Post 1-2 paragraph summary of the study on literature review
discussion forum. Focus on global, regional, national, or local influences and
contexts.

Week 7. Feb. 20: Circulating conceptions of the good teacher
Bruce Fuller. (1991). Growing up modern: The Western state builds Third-World schools. NY:
Routledge, pp. 63-95 (“”Winding up schools: The state constructs teachers’ roles
and tools”) required (and other chapter recommended).
Barber, M. & Mourshed, M. (2007). How the world’s best-performing school systems come out
on top. London: McKinsey & Company.
Robertson, S. (2012). Placing teachers in governance agendas. Comparative
Education Review 56 (4): 584-607.
Lauder, H., Young, M., Daniels, H., Balarin, M., & Lowe, J. (2012). Educating for the
knowledge economy?. New York, NY: Routledge (selections)
Bonal, X. and Rambla, X. (2003). Captured by the Totally Pedagogised Society: Teachers
and teaching in the knowledge economy. Globalisation, societies and education
1:2, 169-184
David P. Baker and Gerald K. LeTendre. (2005). National Differences, Global Similarities.
Stanford: Stanford University Press, pp. 104-116. (“The universal math
teacher?” (other chapters recommended).
Frederick Koon Shing Leung. (2005). Some characteristics of East Asian mathematics
classrooms based on data from the TIMSS 1999 video study. Educational Studies
in Mathematics 60: 199-215.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Post 1-2 paragraph summary of the study on literature review
discussion forum. Focus on conceptions of good teacher as discussed in the
article.
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Recommended:
William K. Cummings. (1999). The institutionS of education: Compare, compare,
compare!. Comparative Education Review, 1(4): 419-437.
David H. Kamens and Connie L. McNeely. (2010). Globalization and the growth of
international educational testing and national assessment. Comparative Education
Review, 54(1): 5-25.

Write commentary

Week 8. Feb. 27: Viewing Teaching Cross-culturally: Across Place and Time
Joseph Tobin, Y. Hsueh, and Karasawa (2009) Preschool in Three Cultures Revisited: China,
Japan and the United States. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Recommended: Bjork, C. (2009). Moderated discussion of Preschool in Three Cultures
Revisted. Comparative Education Review 53(2): 259-283.

March 6—no class--spring break
Week 9. March 13: Peripheral vision and other lenses to bring to viewing teaching
comparatively
Bateson, M. C. (1994). Peripheral Visions: Learning along the Way. NY: Harper
Perennial. Chapters 1, 2, 4 5, 13, 15
Creating Effective Teaching and L earning Environments: First Results from TALIS.
(2009). OECD.
Explore TALIS website.
David Philips and Michele Schweisfurth (2010). Comparative and international education:
An introduction to theory, method, and practice. NY: Continuum, Chapter 7.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Choose an article that uses a large data set. Post 1-2 paragraph
summary of the study on literature review discussion forum.

Write commentary

Week 10. March 20: Comparing and making sense of pedagogies and their reform
Paine and Zeichner (2012). The local and the global in reforming teaching and teacher
education. Comparative Education Review 56 (4): 569-583.
Vavrus, F. and Bartlett, L. (2012). Comparative pedagogies and epistemological
diversity: Social and materials contexts of teaching in Tanzania. Comparative
Education Review 56 (4): 634-658.
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Gardinier, M. P. (2012). Agents of change and continuity: The pivotal role of teachers
in Albanian educational reform and democratization. Comparative Education
Review 56 (4): 659-683.
Tatto, M. T. and Plank, D. N. (2007). The dynamics of global teaching reform, 267-277. In
Tatto, M. T. (Ed.). Reforming teaching globally. Oxford, England: Symposium
Books.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Choose an article that uses a large data set. Post 1-2 paragraph
summary of the study on literature review discussion forum.

Week 11. March 27: Looking comparatively at reform ideas in teaching: “student-centered
teaching” and cooperative learning
Yujun Liu and Mairead Dunne. (2009). Educational reform in China: Tensions in
national policy and local practice. Comparative Education 45 (4): 461-476.
T.E. Woronov. (2008). A Raising quality, fostering “creativity”: Ideologies and practices
of education reform in Beijing. Anthropology & Education Quarterly, 39 (4): 401422.
Dan Wang. (2011). The dilemma of time: Student-centered teaching in the rural
classroom in China. Teaching and Teacher Education 27: 157-164.
Tanya Sargent. (2009). Revolutionizing ritual interaction in the classroom: Constructing
the Chinese twenty-first century. Modern China 35 (6): 632-661.
Andrew Kipnis. (2006). Suzhi: A keyword approach. The China Quarterly 186: 295-313.
Phuong-Mai Nguyen, Julian Elliott, Cees Terlouw, and Albert Pilot. (2009).
Neocolonialism in education: Cooperative learning in an Asian context.
Comparative Education, 45(1): 109-130.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Choose an article that uses a large data set. Post 1-2 paragraph
summary of the study on literature review discussion forum.

Write commentary

Week 12. April 3: Revisiting the global and local in teaching
Selected articles from special issue (November 2012) of Comparative Education.
One article you find, in English or another language, that is an empirical study of
teaching that explicitly compares the aspect of teaching you have chosen as your
focus this term. Post 1-2 paragraph summary of the study on literature review
discussion forum
Write commentary
III. Understanding teacher learning in an era of globalization
Week 13. April 10: Learning to teach understood comparatively
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Tatto, M. T. et al. (2012) Policy, practice and readiness to teach primary and secondary
mathematics in 17 countries: Findings from the IEA Teacher Education and
Development Study in Mathematics (TEDS-M). IEA.
Explore TEDS-M other resources on TEDS-M website.
Recommended:
Schmidt et al. (2011). Teacher education matters. NY: Teachers College Press.
No commentary this week

Week 14. April 17: Teaching learning as global and local discourse
Sargent, T. and Hannum, E. (2009). Doing more with less: Teacher professional learning
communities in resource-constrained primary schools in rural China. Journal of
Teacher Education 60(3): 258-276.
Shinn, C. (2012). Teacher education reform in Palestine: Policy challenges and donor
expectations. Comparative Education Review 56 (4): 608-633.
Bloemeke, S. (2012). Content, professional preparation and teaching methods: How
diverse is teacher education across countries? Comparative Education Review 56 (4):
684-714.
Y. Shimizu. (1999). “Aspects of Mathematics Teacher Education in Japan: Focusing on
Teachers’ Roles.” Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education, 2: 107-116.
Shuhua An, Gerald Kulm and Zhonghe Wu. (2004). “The Pedagogical Content
Knowledge of Middle School Mathematics Teachers in China and the U.S.”
Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education, 7: 145-172.
Write commentary
Week 15: April; 27 : Continuing the conversation: Synthesis and reflection on our own journeys
Alan Luke. (2011). Generalizing across borders. Educational Researcher 40(8): 367-377.
Irving Epstein (1995). "Comparative Education in North America: The Search for Other
through the Escape from Self?" Compare (Feb. 1995).
Lila Abu-Lughod. (1991). “Writing Against Culture,” pp, 137-162. In R. Fox (ed.).
Recapturing Anthroplogy: Working in the Present. Santa Fe, NM: School of
American Research Press.
Julie Kaomea, "Reading Erasures and Making the Familiar Strange: Defamiliarizing
Methods for Research in Formerly Colonized and Historically Oppressed
Communities," Educational Researcher, vol. 32, no. 2, pp. 14-25.
Patti Lather. (1996). “Postcolonial Feminism in an International Frame,” In R. Paulston
(ed.) Social Cartography. New York: Garland.

Exam week: meeting day/time to be determined, tentatively scheduled for May 1, 5:45-7:45.
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